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Spreading Depression
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Adapted from
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94(2), 943–951.

In Vivo Experimental Models of
Epilepsy
Tetanus Toxin (TeTX) Model
of Temporal Lobe Epilepsy
(Rat)
• Ventral Hippocampal lesion
– Tetanus turns off inhibitory
synapses
– Spontaneous seizure (1100/day)

• Continuous recordings
– Depth, cortical EEG
– Head acceleration
– video

Post Cerebral-Malaria (CM)
Epilepsy (mouse)
• Infect mice w/ parasite
• Rescue with anti-malarial
drugs after ~6 days
• Treat and study

Brain Slice Model of SD
In Vitro Intrinsic optical imaging

Camera
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Control SD with E field (slice)
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Some Epilepsy Findings From my
group
Seizures and Sleep
(rat)

Example Rat seizure

Innovation – add MEMS
accelerometer to headmounted amplifiers – score
behavior

Sometimes Re-entrant seizures?

Seizures preceded by each SOV type

Epilepsy and Sleep are
BI-DIRECTIONALLY
Coupled

Observing Sleep
Sleep regulation model

UKF - DA

Actual Measurements

SOV dependent Raster (Data)

Cerebral Malaria
• Large SOURCE of preventable Epilepsy
– ~300,000 new epilepsy cases per year

Sub-Saharan Africa:
• Epilepsy rate: 2-10 times in malarial areas than in US
• Cerebral Malaria (CM)
– Affects ~600,000 children
– ~20% mortality rate

• Small studies ~ 15% survivors of CM develop epilepsy

Murine Model:
Healthy Mouse

• Infect mice (SW, C57BL, CBA) with p.
Berghei ( ANKA or NK65)
• Rescue with anti-malarial drugs
after ~6 days
• Implant and Record
Sick Mouse
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SD as Mechanism for SUDEP

Anything in the DC Field Potentials of
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This happens ~38% of all seizures

SD from Slice Physiology
10 s /

Adapted from
Canals, S., et al (2005). J. Neurophy.
94(2), 943–951.
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Drawing Number 1

Post-CM Mouse

SD fraction in Post CM mice

168/441 => 38±2 %

Does SD happen in Rat model?
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SD in Rat TeTX Model
AC
1<f<125 Hz

Neurological
Dark Matter

DC
f<1 Hz

Spreading

TeTX Rat

SD happens a lot with Seizures

425 of 1256 seizures had SD
from 5 epileptic rats (124 continuous
days recording)
Estimated rate 33±1%
No SD detected from 228 days
recording from 3 non-epileptic rats

SD & Seizure Clusters

Recurrent SD

Unification Theory
Wei et al. • Unification of Seizures and Spreading Depression

J. Neurosci., August 27, 2014 • 34(35):11733–11743

J. Neurosci., August 27, 2014 • 34(35):11733–11743 • 11737

t, Extension of Hodgkin–Huxley model permitting volume of the neuron to change as transmembrane osmolarity changes
on and glia (red circles), and letting O2 and K ! diffuse with finite time to the cell (heavy gray arrows). Transporters KCC2
Figure 3. Full range of neuronal behaviors produced by the model. A, Two-parameter bifurcation as function of [O2]bath and [K !]bath, where: SS, steady-state; SZ, seizure; SD, sp
depression; TF, tonic firing; WoD, wave of death. B, periodic seizures. C, Tonic firing in parameter region between seizures and SD at sufficiently high [O2]bath. D, SD at [K !]bath # 26 mM. E
seizure. F, SD at [K !]bath # 40 mM. G, At normal [O2]bath and [K !]bath, the neuron has a stable resting state (black), generates a single spike (red) from step current (15 ms, 5 !A/cm 2). B
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the ability
of the Na leak (INaL # 0.0557 mS/cm ), periodic singlet firing develops (blue). H, When [O2]bath is near zero, the wave of death is seen as the membrane potential app
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equilibrium.
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Mixed
dynamics
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seizure
and
spreading
depression when [O2]bath is reduced.
membrane to carry electrical current. The detailed calculations for the
conversion
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P
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G
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follows:
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characterized by a rapid depolarization sufficient to block spiking
In Figure 2 H, I,J, we demonstrate the difference betwee
(1) G (in units of S/m 2), is equal to &/L, where & (in units of S/m)!is
(15)
activity with [K ]o exceeding the physiological ceiling (Somjen,
current–voltage relationships between Ohm’s law (black lin
electrical conductivity and L (in units of m) is thickness of the cell

Wei, Y., Ullah, G., & Schiff, S. J. (2014). Unification of Neuronal Spikes, Seizures, and
Spreading Depression. J. Neuroscience, 34(35), 11733–11743.
2001). We discover a double-bifurcation (seizures between 8 and

in the original Hodgkin–Huxley equations, and the use o
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aviors produced by the model. A, Two-parameter bifurcation as function of [O2]bath and [K !]bath, where: SS, steady-state; SZ, seizure; SD, spreading
death. B, periodic seizures. C, Tonic firing in parameter region between seizures and SD at sufficiently high [O2]bath. D, SD at [K !]bath # 26 mM. E, Single
normal [O2]bath and [K !]bath, the neuron has a stable resting state (black), generates a single spike (red) from step current (15 ms, 5 !A/cm 2). Black bar
# 0.0557 mS/cm 2), periodic singlet firing develops (blue). H, When [O2]bath is near zero, the wave of death is seen as the membrane potential approaches
cs of seizure and spreading depression when [O2]bath is reduced.
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In Figure 2 H, I,J, we demonstrate the difference between the
current–voltage relationships between Ohm’s law (black lines) as
in the original Hodgkin–Huxley equations, and the use of the
nonlinear GHK current relationships. Note that for a substantial
range of permeability values, the double-bifurcation in [K !]o is
retained whether using the more complex GHK or the simpler
Hodgkin–Huxley equations (Fig. 2A).
The full spectrum of unified dynamics is shown in Figure 3. In
normal [O2]bath and [K !]bath, the neuron is at stable rest (Fig. 3G,
black). A short pulse of current induces a single spike (Fig. 3G,
red). Increasing Na ! leak current leads to periodic spikes (Fig.
3G, blue). This excitable steady-state, singlet spiking, and periodic spiking with increased leak are classic Hodgkin–Huxley dynamics. As seen experimentally (Traynelis and Dingledine,
1988), between 8 and 12 mM [K !]bath, seizure activity appears
(Fig. 3 B, E), accompanied by slow K ! oscillations (Fig. 4A).
Near the [K !]o physiological ceiling (12–15 mM), seizures end
(Barreto and Cressman, 2011). Above this ceiling tonic firing is
predicted, the only parameter region of this model for which we
are unaware of existing experimental exploration. Elevating
[K !]bath further, the second bifurcation begins with slow, large
amplitude [K !]o oscillations characteristic of periodic SD (Fig.
3D), leading to massive ion redistribution, oxygen depletion and
cell swelling (Fig. 4B; full details in Fig. 4D). SD is experimentally
provoked with bath potassium in this same range: 26 mM (Anderson and Andrew, 2002; Fig. 3D) and 40 mM (Zhou et al., 2010;
Fig. 3F ). Notice that the excitability at the start of SD in Figure
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Ullah, et al. (2015). The Role of Cell Volume in the Dynamics of Seizure, Spreading
Depression, and Anoxic Depolarization. PLoS Computational Biology, 11(8), e1004414.
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Pathway Forward:

Experimentally Accessible
Measurements
• Extracellular Volume

– Tissue impedance
– (approximate) Diffusion Constant (MRI)

• Tissue Oxygenation ([O2])
– Electrochemical
– Flourescent
– Blood oxygenation

• Extracellular Potassium
– Electrochemical
– Fluorescent

ratBoard Capabilities
• 1”x1”, USB device
• 3-axis accelerometer
• 16 channels 24-bit DC potential
– Referential/differential
– Actuated (impedance)

• 16-bit DAC
• Configurable
–
–
–
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Why were we the first to see this?
- Inherent Filter
- 16 bits over water window
gives 1.5V/65k = 23µV LSB
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ZE-T – Electrode-tissue impedance
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